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PAPER 1
CIM Working Paper No. 2000:01
Sverker Alänge and Rikard Lundgren
Department of Industrial Dynamics
CHALMERS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
SE-412 96 Göteborg, Sweden
Diffusion of Organisational Innovations:
An Innovation System Perspective
ABSTRACT
This paper is based on two recent developments in innovation research: the increasing interest
in organisational innovations (OI) and the conceptualisation of innovation systems (IS). OI
are important driving forces behind organisational performance and economic development.
They may provide more efficient ways of performing and co-ordinating activities and may
enhance the potential success of new technical innovations (TI). However, the factors
influencing the diffusion and rejection of OI is an area requiring further study. Previous
studies have indicated that forces in the national context may influence these processes, but
also that there has been relatively little research relating to this possible impact.  Recently, a
stream of research has emerged, focusing on understanding innovation (mainly TI) in an IS
perspective, which might offer promising routes for the study of OI as well. The overall
purpose and main contribution of this paper is the development of an analytical framework for
studies of OI, based on an IS perspective. Our first conclusion is that the IS approaches may
contribute to the development of a framework for the diffusion of OI. However, the IS
approaches, albeit based firmly in the field of economics, entail less developed concepts for
grasping the roles of intangible institutions, such as values, norms and perceptions. The
framework outlined in this study is an attempt to bridge these gaps. Inspired by institutional
theory from the fields of organisational analysis in sociology and cross-cultural management,
the IS concept has been elaborated, in order to include more cognitive and cultural issues.
Keywords: organisational innovations, diffusion, innovation system, institutions
2INTRODUCTION1
» In this section, the purpose of this paper and the research questions addressed are
presented briefly, as well as the background and importance of the broader research
area, i.e. the diffusion of organisational innovations, including a discussion of the
rationale for choosing an innovation system perspective as a basis for the study. Finally,
the structure of the paper is outlined.
Two recent developments in innovation research form the basis of this paper: the
increasing interest in organisational innovations (OI) and the conceptualisation of innovation
systems (IS).
OI are important driving forces behind organisational performance and economic
development. They may provide more efficient ways of performing and co-ordinating
activities and may enhance the potential success of new technical innovations (TI). As
Leonard-Barton (1988) put it, successful TI often requires OI. OI may both influence and be
influenced by TI and it is desirable for firms to provide a match between technology and
organisation in order to make TI useful (Lund and Gjerding 1996). Innovation research has
traditionally focused on products and TI. Although this primary focus still remains, an
increasing interest in OI has been observed during recent years. However, there is still more
to learn about which factors influence the diffusion and rejection of OI (Edquist 1997).
Earlier studies (e.g. Jarnehammar 1995, Alänge, Jacobsson and Jarnehammar 1998) have
indicated that forces in the national context may influence these processes, but also that there
has been relatively little research relating to this possible impact.
Recently, a stream of research focusing on understanding innovation in an IS perspective
has emerged,2 which might offer promising routes for the study of OI as well. So far,
however, OI have been the object of much less attention than TI and are under-theorised in
the IS literature (Edquist, Hommen and McKelvey 1998). Most authors using the IS approach
focus on product innovations (e.g. Nelson 1993, Nelson and Rosenberg 1993, Carlsson 1995,
Carlsson and Stankiewicz 1995).3 To include studies of OI would indeed represent an
                                                          
1 An earlier version of this paper was presented at the conference “Structures, Functions and Institutional Change
in National Systems of Innovation”, organised by the Science and Technology Research Section of the German
Sociological Society, July 19-20, 1999, at the Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies in Cologne (Köln),
Germany. The authors are grateful for the seminar participants’ comments.
2 The IS concept appeared in the late 1980s as a result of theoretical and empirical efforts to describe how firms’
innovative performances are dependent upon the interaction between economic, technical and social institutions.
This branch of research may be classified under the main headings of national innovation systems (NIS) (e.g.
Lundvall 1992, Nelson 1993) and technological systems (TS) (e.g. Carlsson 1995 and 1997).
3 One reason for the lack of studies on OI in the IS approaches might be the fact that TI have traditionally been
regarded as the main driving force behind change and development in the economy (Edquist, Hommen and
McKelvey 1998). One exception is Gjerding (1992) who did, to some extent, discuss other, non-technical,
innovations  (in chapter 5 in Lundvall 1992).
3important basis for further theoretical and empirical development of the IS approach. Edquist,
Hommen and McKelvey (1998) argue that the emergence and diffusion of OI and the
interdependence between OI and TI can and ought to be studied within an IS approach.4 As
early as twenty years ago, Kimberly (1981) argued in favour of a holistic, system approach to
studies of managerial innovations.
The overall purpose of this paper is to develop a theoretical framework for studying and
understanding the diffusion of OI. A specific aim is to analyse recent IS approaches to see if
and how they may be used as a basis for such a framework. Accordingly, the two main
research questions addressed in this paper are as follows: What might a useful framework for
studying and understanding the diffusion of OI look like? How might the IS approaches
contribute to the development of this framework? The concept of institutions is central to the
IS approaches and a closer focus on the role of institutions seems to be a promising avenue to
follow in order for such development to proceed.
The paper is organised as follows. First, the phenomena of innovation and diffusion of
innovations are introduced, with a focus on OI. This is followed by an introduction to the IS
perspective. Subsequently, the main pioneering contributions to the study of how national
innovation systems (NIS) and technological systems (TS) may contribute to the development
of a framework for studying and understanding the diffusion of OI are discussed, with special
focus on the characteristics of OI. The shortcomings are identified and analysed in
conjunction with the introduction of complementary research perspectives, which, via the
concept of institutions, paves the way for a broadening of the IS perspective. Finally, the
cornerstones of the proposed framework are outlined and ideas for further research are
presented.
                                                          
4 The diffusion of OI may, of course, be determined by different factors than TI (Edquist 1997), but this concept
may still be better understood from a IS perspective than from that of standard economic theory, the predictions of
which of a standard diffusion pattern for any innovation in any given population of firms has been criticised for its
overly restrictive assumptions (Davies 1979).
4ORGANISATIONAL INNOVATIONS AND DIFFUSION
» In this section, the concept of innovation in general and specific characteristics of OI in
particular are discussed. Furthermore, the concept of diffusion is discussed with regard
to these characteristics.
Although the pioneering work of Schumpeter (1911, 1934) introduced a broad definition
of innovation,5 much of the innovation literature has equated the term innovation with
material artefacts, i.e. products (or TI). Despite the continued tendency to objectify the
concept, contemporary innovation theorists agree that innovations can take on other forms as
well, e.g. an idea, a method or a process (Slappendel 1996).6
While economists commonly view innovation as something new introduced at a market-
place (e.g. Freeman 1982 and 1998),7 scholars from other disciplines have used the concept in
a broader sense. For example, Rogers (1995) defines innovation as “an idea, practice, or
object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption”. That is, if the idea
is new to the relevant unit of adoption, it is an innovation.8 This view is accepted in this
paper.
One may distinguish between product and process innovations.9 Product innovation
relates to which new goods or services that are produced. Process innovation, in contrast,
concerns how goods or services are produced in new ways.10
Organisational innovations. OI may be viewed as a specific case of process innovations
and are referred to as new ways of organising activities, including management paradigms
and techniques. They deal with organisational structures, administrative processes and the co-
ordination of human resources without directly including technical elements, i.e. they are
related to the management aspects of an organisation.11
                                                          
5 Schumpeter (1911 and 1934:66) defined innovation as “the carrying out of new combinations”. He included the
introduction of a new good or a new quality of a good, a new production method or a new way of handling a
commodity commercially, the opening up of a new market, the conquest of a new source of raw material or semi-
manufactured goods, and the carrying out of a new organisation of any industry, in the innovation concept.
6 For instance, Dosi (1988) states that innovation essentially deals with the search for and the discovery,
experimentation, development, imitation, and adoption of new products, new production processes and new
organisational set-ups.
7 According to Freeman (1982:7), “an innovation in the economic sense is accomplished only with the first
commercial transaction involving the new product, process, system, or device, although the word is used also to
describe the whole process”.
8 The unit of adoption can be the world, a whole industry, a single organisation, an organisational sub-unit or an
individual.
9 The distinction between product and process innovations originated with Schumpeter, who defined product
innovation as “the introduction of a new good … or of a new quality of a good” and process innovation as “the
introduction of a new method of production ... also … a new way of handling a commodity commercially”
(1934:66).
10 This is mainly an analytical distinction. Process innovations may also find customers and may, in that sense, be
regarded as products as well.
11 Various quality management paradigms and practices (e.g. studied by Jarnehammar 1995) are examples of OI.
Some innovations may be found in the intersection between technically and organisationally oriented process
5In accordance with Jarnehammar (1995), we may state that OI are characterised by
knowledge bases of a more tacit nature than those of TI, leading to greater difficulty in
defining an OI.  Using Rogers’ terminology (1995), the observability and trialability of OI
may be lower than those of TI. Thus, the costs and benefits of an OI are more difficult to
assess, which may lead to pricing problems. 12 The market for OI may be somewhat different
than for “ordinary” products and TI for other reasons as well. A supplier industry for OI does
not exist in the traditional sense. Instead, management consultants, universities and industrial
associations may be regarded as suppliers of OI.13 Alternative modes of transfer to pure
market exchange mechanisms, e.g. formal or informal networks, initiatives from so called
mediating bodies (or broker organisations) or imitation of influential firms,14 may be
important for the diffusion of OI. Clark (1995) adds that OI typically contain dimensions that
are embedded in the surrounding socio-cultural settings and socio-economic selection
environments. Therefore, local search process characteristics may be more important for OI
than for TI.15 Tacit knowledge, embodied in top-level managers and employees, may also be
transferred through peoples’ movements within and between organisations. Since it is
somewhat problematic to speak about a product or artefact that is sold on a market in the
traditional sense, understanding the workings of the demand side (and the dynamic
mechanisms that bring demand and supply together) is apparently even more important when
discussing OI than TI.
The intangible nature of OI leads to the need to focus on the proper definition of the
object of study when studying the diffusion of OI. The temporal aspect is also important, i.e.
it is important to take the process of continuous adaptation and change during the transfer
process into account. Finally, since OI evolve dynamically and unevenly over time, they
ought to be examined over long time periods, including studies of their interdependence with
other OI.
                                                                                                                                                                     
innovations. The so-called ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) solutions, which are based on recent developments
in information technology, are one example.
12 “However, the degree of observability and trialability depends on a number of factors. Among these are the
degree of standardisation and the possibility of conducting a pilot test within a limited area. Thus, assumed
diffusion barriers, such as pricing problems and difficulty in evaluating costs/benefits may be of  less importance if
the innovation is standardised and if it is possible to test sub-components of the innovation, i.e. if  the innovation is
divisible” (Alänge and Jarnehammar 1999:32).
13 In a similar vein, Abrahamson (1996) refers to “the management fashion setting community”, consisting of
management consultants, business schools and the business press.
14 Imitation is an important transfer mode and is thoroughly discussed by Abrahamson (1991 and 1996), among
others, in terms of organisational fashion and managerial fads that are frequently promoted by the management
fashion setting community.
15 This issue is related to the interpretation, translation and shaping of the OI into the local context. It is important
to emphasise this possible contextual influence since OI, in direct contrast to most TI, are seldom transferred from
one setting to another without being subject to changes.
6Diffusion. The transfer of innovations is traditionally discussed in terms of diffusion,
which has been defined as “the process by which an innovation is communicated through
certain channels over time among the members of a social system” (Rogers 1995).
The term is a metaphor borrowed from the field of physics, where it is basically assumed
that the object being transferred remains intact during the transfer process (Clark 1995,
Czarniawska and Sevón 1996). However, as previously indicated, OI are difficult to describe
as distinct and unchangeable entities. They are often subject to interpretations and
modifications during the transfer from one setting to another. Adopters often have to mould
the innovation, in accordance with their own situation, to make them work. Thus, when
applied to OI, traditional diffusion theory may be challenged. Clark (1995) argues that ”the
diffusion concept does not provide sufficient analytic fidelity to explain new forms of
organising and their diffusion, rejection and appropriation”.16
Latour (1986, quoted in Czarniawska and Joerges 1996) contrasts the traditional diffusion
model with a translation metaphor. Translation, in this sense, means more than linguistic
interpretation. It includes the subject that is being translated, those involved in the translation
process, through which channels the translation occurs and, most importantly, how the idea
may be modified during the translation (Czarniawska and Joerges 1996).
The translation metaphor stresses the importance of the institutional context and the term
‘translation’ may pave the way for a more cognitive understanding of the concept of
institutions than the term ‘diffusion’. Yet, a re-definition from diffusion to translation may be
perceived of as “splitting linguistic hairs”. Therefore, we will follow the contemporary
fashion by continuing to use the term ‘diffusion’ for innovation transfer processes.
As reflected in the translation metaphor, it is, in reality, difficult to distinguish between
innovation, imitation and diffusion.17 Therefore, especially when it comes to OI, it may be
relevant to conceptualise innovation as a process that covers the original idea and its
introduction on the market as well as its possible continuous adaptations during the
subsequent transfer (see e.g. Lundvall 1999).
                                                          
16 He argues that there is little room for in-depth analyses of the characteristics of the innovation itself and that,
despite the awareness of the ”social system” and ”time” dimensions, the influence of the societal context receives
too little attention and the temporal dimensions of the diffusion process are oversimplified. Similarly, Larsen
(1997) argues that the traditional diffusion theory may only partially apply to OI, which indicates that the
traditional diffusion model may be more suitable for studies of the transfer of TI than of OI.
17 Some innovations are radical, i.e. they are completely new to the world, but most innovations are incremental,
i.e. built upon new combinations of known elements. In fact, a great deal of the research and organisational
development that takes place in organisations aims at acquiring new technology and knowledge that have been
developed elsewhere (Lundvall 1999). The spreading of an innovation among various groups of users is often a
process in which the original innovation is adapted to local circumstances.
7THE INNOVATION SYSTEM APPROACH
» In this section, a short background to the emergence of the IS approaches is presented,
followed by a more detailed discussion of the system concept and a brief introduction to
some of the various IS approaches that have resulted from research on innovation and
technological change. This is followed by a discussion of the NIS approach, primarily as
theorised by Lundvall (1992), on the one hand, and the TS approach, as theorised by
Carlsson (1995 and 1997), on the other hand. A special section covers the relevance of
the national level of analysis, after which some implications and shortcomings of the NIS
approach and the TS approach are discussed with respect to the characteristics of OI.
Background of the IS approach. Traditional economic theory primarily focused on
“short-run problems of optimal resource allocation within a static framework, from which
technological change has usually been excluded” (Rosenberg 1986). To a large extent, it
neglected the analysis of innovation as a process guided by other forms of social interaction
than pure market exchange. Economists were slow at integrating technological knowledge
into their analyses.18 Not until the 1950s, when it was discovered that input of traditional
production factors such as capital and labour only explained a fraction of the economic
growth, did economists begin to incorporate technological knowledge into their studies (see
e.g. Solow 1956). However, according to Carlsson (1997), the residual component, often
simply referred to as the “technology factor” or “technological progress”, was not analysed in
any detail and remained an unexplained exogenous factor.
The IS concept is an evolving approach to the understanding of innovation processes that
aims at incorporating the technological knowledge factor into the analysis. It has emerged
during the last decade as a challenge to traditional equilibrium models that regard knowledge,
innovation and technological development as exogenous factors. In the IS approaches, these
are treated as endogenous factors instead, thus offering a more comprehensive perspective on
the dynamics of innovation and change, compared to mainstream economic theory (Carlsson
1995). The IS perspective incorporates principles of change inherited from evolutionary
economics (e.g. Nelson 1987) and does not apply the notion of optimality (Edquist et al.
1998).19 It is recognised that innovation is characterised by complicated interaction patterns
                                                          
18 There may be several reasons that knowledge has been neglected in traditional economic analysis. Knowledge is
a concept that is difficult to define and capture analytically. Furthermore, it is a commodity that is not readily
exchanged on markets; rather, the more knowledge-intensive an activity is, the more the transfer occurs through
non-market mechanisms. Knowledge may be a public good in that its use is seldom restricted once it is in place,
but it is not free due to the often high transaction costs involved, especially for tacit knowledge (Carlsson 1997).
19 The IS perspective has a background in the extensive research on technical innovation conducted in the 1970s
and 1980s. One important result of this research was that it showed that innovation, in contrast to the dominant
linear perception, is an evolutionary, cumulative process. In the system perspective, innovation is regarded as the
8and feedback mechanisms. Innovation is seen as cumulative, non-linear collective learning
and selection processes. Following evolutionary and institutional economics, explanations of
evolutionary patterns of change within the IS perspective are based on the actions of actors in
relation to institutions and other actors (Edquist, Hommen and McKelvey 1998).
What is a system? In general, a system is referred to as a set of interconnected
components working towards a common objective, but there are many suggestions available
in various branches of the literature for the definition of a system reflecting a wide range of
philosophical perspectives.20
Basically, a system consists of components and relationships (Carlsson et al. 1999).
Components are the operating elements in a system. The characteristics and behaviour of each
component are dependent upon the characteristics of at least one other component in the
system. The characteristics and behaviour of each component may in turn affect the
characteristics and behaviour of the system as a whole. In an IS, one may distinguish between
actors and institutions.21 Actors may be individuals or organisations, to whom certain
characteristics or capabilities may be ascribed. Various institutions influence the behaviour of
the actors and the relationships between them.
The configuration of actors and institutions is constantly changing due to various
feedback mechanisms. A specific system may thus differ substantially over time. These
dynamic properties are among the most important attributes of an IS (Carlsson et al. 1999).
Yet, as recognised by Grønning (1998 and 1998a), for instance, it appears that many current
versions of the approach have succeeded better at describing the status quo of one particular
IS than at analysing the mechanisms of change and evolution, i.e. the system dynamics.
In this paper, the focus is on systems approaches to the analysis of innovation.
Innovations are not only determined by the actors in the system but certainly also by the
relations between them (including market as well as non-market linkages). This leads us to
regard the IS as more than the sum of its parts.22 A description of an innovation system must
therefore necessarily include more than a simple enumeration of its elements (Edquist et al.
1998).
                                                                                                                                                                     
result of a social process over time, in which many individuals and organisations interact, rather than occurring
through individual entrepreneurial activity.
20 Systems theory was proposed in the 1940s by the biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy (see e.g. Bertalanffy 1968).
Rather than reducing an entity to the properties of its parts or elements, systems theory focuses on the
configuration of parts and the relations between them, which connect them into a whole.
21 An actor can be an individual or an organisation, e.g. business firms, universities, research institutes, policy-
making bodies or banks. Institutions may be laws, social norms or cultural traditions. The distinction between
organisation and institution is further elaborated on later in this paper.
22 The belief that the behaviour of the whole system is completely determined by the behaviour of its parts is
referred to as reductionism. The converse view is that the behaviour of the parts is determined by the whole,
sometimes referred to as downward causation (see e.g. Campbell 1974). In an IS, this latter determination is not
complete, which makes it possible to formulate a systems view without lapsing into either of the extremes of
reductionism or holism; the whole is to some degree constrained by the parts and at the same time the parts are to
some degree constrained by the whole.
9Various IS approaches. Several IS approaches exist. In some, the main dimension of
interest may be a nation or a region determining geographical boundaries of the system. In
other cases, the main dimension of interest may be a specific technology or industrial sector.
All approaches have a common general purpose of grasping the generation, diffusion and
utilisation of technology and innovations.
One of the earliest efforts to introduce an explicit system view into the economics
literature is the work of Dahmén (1950) on ‘development blocs’. Dahmén’s study focused on
the role of entrepreneurs and he defined a development bloc as ”sequences of
complementarities which by way of a series of structural tensions, i.e., disequilibria, may
result in a balanced situation” (Carlsson 1997:3 quoting Dahmén).23
It was not until much later that the modern IS approach entered the scientific scene.
Initially, this approach was dominated by studies at the national level.24 The notion of national
systems has roots originating long ago,25 but in its modern version, the national innovation
system (NIS) perspective is a rather new idea. It was first used by Freeman (1987) and further
developed in a couple of major pioneering studies published in the early 1990s by Lundvall
(1992), Nelson (1993) and, subsequently, many others. Today, approximately a decade after
its introduction, the concept has been developed into an analytical frame of reference used by
organisations such as the OECD. In some countries it is used as a platform for the formation
of national technological policy (Lundvall 1999). As defined by Freeman (1995), a NIS may
be understood as ”the network of institutions in the public and private sectors whose activities
and interactions initiate, import, modify and diffuse new technologies”. Lundvall (1992)
includes in a NIS ”all parts and aspects of the economic structure and the institutional set-up
affecting learning as well as searching and exploring – the production system, the marketing
system and the system of finance present themselves as subsystems in which learning takes
place”.
In addition to system approaches defined by the national criterion, there are other
approaches as well. An IS may, for example, be supranational in at least two senses; it can
include a sub-part of the world, e.g. the integrated European Union, or it can be truly global in
a wider sense. It can also be regional within the borders of a country. A well-known study of
regional innovation systems (RIS) was performed by Saxenian (1994) on Route 128 in
Massachusetts and Silicon Valley in California. Storper (1997, referred to in Lundvall 1999)
studied how regional dynamics may be related to economic globalisation tendencies.
                                                          
23 Another early system approach is input/output analysis as theorised by Leontief (1941). He mapped flows of
goods and services among sectors in the economy at a given point in time.
24 According to Smith (1996), there appear to have been two basic foundations to the national level- based
approach, both based in innovation research. On the one hand, there were firm-level studies of the relationship
between users and producers of technology, i.e. studies on the evolution of specialisation and how this affects
interaction and learning. On the other hand, there were studies on economy-wide features of corporate behaviour
and policy support programs.
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Various industrial cluster approaches explore the performance of industrial sectors in
terms of integration of industries and key technologies. The roles of environmental conditions
and inter-industry interactions in creating dynamic industrial clusters characterised by high
productivity are emphasised. The most well-known example in recent years is probably the
diamond concept (Porter 1990), focusing on clusters of industries in terms of factor
conditions, demand conditions, links to related industries, firm structure and rivalry.
One may, furthermore, leave the geographical dimension. Parallel to the establishment of
the NIS approach and the work of Porter, IS approaches with a more technological focus have
been developed, according to which technologies are not individual artefacts; instead they are
integrated into what might be conceptualised as technological systems (TS). A recent study in
this area concerns the evolution of factory automation technology in Sweden (Carlsson and
Jacobsson 1997). A TS is specific for various technological fields; hence, this approach is
technology-related rather than geographically related. A TS may be national, regional or
international and several TS may exist in one country. A TS is defined as ”a network of
agents interacting in a specific economic/industrial area under a particular institutional
infrastructure or sets of infrastructures and involved in the generation, diffusion and
utilisation of technology” (Carlsson 1995).26
According to Edquist (1997), there may be considerable overlap between systems and the
different approaches may complement rather than exclude one another.27 Lundvall (1992:13)
argues that “…a definition of the system of innovation must, to a certain degree, be kept open
and flexible regarding which subsystems should be studied and which processes should be
studied”. In other words, the most appropriate approach depends upon the circumstances and
the object of study.
The relevance of the national level of analysis with reference to studies of OI. The
issues of determining the appropriate level of analysis and of where to draw the system
boundaries, have always been debated by adherents to the IS approaches. Ever since the
concept of NIS was introduced, the question of whether the nation constitutes a relevant level
of analysis (e.g. Paquet 1994) has been debated and critically examined from a globalisation
and regionalisation perspective (Archibugi and Michie 1995 in Lundvall 1999). It has been
argued that the internationalisation of firms and globalisation of economies diminish national
                                                                                                                                                                     
25 E.g. Freeman (1995) and Lundvall (1992) refer to List (1841).
26 A related approach is the sectoral innovation system (SIS) approach, suggested by Breschi and Malerba (1995).
This concept introduced the idea that different industrial sectors operate under different “technological regimes”
which are characterised by certain combinations of opportunity and appropriability conditions, degrees of
cumulativeness of technological knowledge, and characteristics of the relevant knowledge base. The SIS approach
focuses on the competitive relationships among firms, using the concept of selection environment.
27 For example, sub-parts of the system may have a certain degree of inherent dynamics. Analyses of regional
subsystems may contribute to the overall understanding of an NIS. National specialisation is often a result of
certain regions’ specialisation within specific industrial sectors.
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specificity, thus weakening the coherence of the national level of analysis.28 Indeed, today
more and more money and technological knowledge flow across national borders. Some of
the nationally controlled functions have been moved to the international level or, in some
cases, to the regional level. Other perspectives have emphasised the technological dimension
instead of the national dimension as the basis for the system (e.g. Carlsson 1997).
The usefulness of maintaining the nation state as the basis of analysis of innovation
processes is obviously proportional to the extent to which the nation state forms a beneficial
environment for communication, interactive learning and transfer of knowledge and the extent
to which the national border limits such processes. Some countries may be very divided in
terms of culture, language or power structure, while other countries may be more
homogeneous in these respects. Thus, all nation states may not be equally coherent in forming
productive environments for communication and interactive learning. In other words, they
may not be equally coherent in terms of constituting an NIS.29 Nevertheless, as further
discussed below, several factors support the relevance of the national level in analysing the
diffusion of TI and OI. As expressed by Clark (1995) ”administrative innovations are heavily
impregnated with the nationally specific habitus”.
The nation state30 seems to constitute the natural boundary of many economic activities.
The world is still facing persistent differences in national economic performance. Different
countries – we may simply refer to them as rich or poor – have completely different resources
available for the development and distribution of innovations.
                                                          
28 The fact that the use of technologies across national borders is very widespread and that there is a growing
tendency among corporations towards localising research and development activities to foreign countries are
primary arguments in this context.
29 In addition, there might be subcultures, e.g. states in the United States, which form a natural unit of analysis,
even though some federal institutions apply to all states. Similarly, the European Union has created many common
formal institutions for all member states, although no one would oppose the argument that major cultural and
historical differences, i e major institutional differences, exist between the member states.
30 The concept of NIS presumes the existence of nation states. The nation state in its modern form is only two
hundred years old, but it has been an important fundament for industrialisation and economic development,
especially in small homogeneous states, such as the Nordic countries (Lundvall 1999). A nation state may be
national both in a cultural and a political dimension. In reality, the concept of a nation is somewhat unclear.
Countries differ in their degree of cultural homogeneity and political centralisation and it may be difficult to locate
the borders of the true national arena. Institutional change may be a rather slow process at the national level but
nation states can by no means be viewed as fixed and static environments. Just like technologies, they are
continuously designed, changed, remodelled, renamed, dissembled and removed. As an analytical starting point,
however, it is useful to assume countries to be fairly homogeneous in cultural and political terms. The significance
of cultural norms, values and beliefs may be most easily conceptualised at the national level (see e.g. Hofstede
1980 and 1991).
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In addition, several authors point out the fact that nations vary in their capacity to diffuse
technology and innovations, not only due to differences in economic performance. Maurseth
and Verspagen (1998) argue that the national border still is an important barrier for transfer of
technological knowledge and that national specificity remains important for the capacity to
produce, adopt, diffuse and use technological knowledge. Clark (1995) argues that societies
generally contain a typical national variety in their forms of organising and in patterns of
innovation. Similarly, Zysman (1996) argues that historically rooted institutions frame the
choices of individuals and structure the behaviour of firms. Cooke et al. (1997) are of the
opinion that the elements of shared culture, territory and evolved administrative organisation
at the national level provide important dimensions for OI. As shown in several case studies,
national institutional set-ups are quite stable over time and to a large extent different between
countries; thus, learning and innovation differ between countries (Smith 1996).31
This does not mean that innovation activities in a particular country are not influenced by
innovation in other countries or affected by international institutions, such as international
trade agreements or patent systems. Thus, while stressing the importance of the national level,
one may not assume the process of innovation to be exclusively localised inside national
borders. It is important to underline the fact that the national setting should be regarded as an
open, dynamic system (see e.g. Lundvall 1992, Scott 1995). Nor does this viewpoint mean
that institutions might not be regional or sectoral in character. Systems may overlap in many
ways. A specific firm may simultaneously be part of several different systems, be they
sectoral or geographical (e.g. regional or national or global).32
However, the idea that nations are significant to the evolution and maintenance of many
institutions that affect the generation and diffusion of TI and OI is part of this perspective.
The institutional setting, industrial structure, public technology and innovation policies,
communication and knowledge structures, demand patterns, and cultural and behavioural
patterns do, in many respects, have sufficiently clear national attributes to justify the national
level of analysis within the IS approach. Neither economic integration nor globalisation
processes fully replace the national entity as a significant economic arena; rather, these are
complementary views. Globalisation and regionalisation processes may challenge the
traditional role of national innovation systems, but they do not make it less important to
understand how the NIS works.
                                                          
31 It may even be reasonable to assume that the relative stability of institutional set-ups and the strong element of
path dependency in technological development reinforce the differences between countries.
32 Sometimes a regional system of innovation may be understood basically as a national phenomenon and not only
as a regional phenomenon. For example, Silicon Valley may be regarded as a specifically American phenomenon,
depending on a specifically American configuration of institutions and policies, even if it is characterised by
specific regional Bay Area features a well (see Rogers and Larsen 1984).
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This is especially true when the object of study is an OI. According to Lundvall (1992),
the national environment still plays an important role in supporting and directing innovation
and learning processes, since these processes require complex communication between the
parties involved. “This will especially be the case when the knowledge exchanged is tacit and
difficult to codify” (Lundvall 1992: 3). OI mainly involve knowledge of a tacit nature.
Competencies of a tacit nature do not flow freely across national borders. OI are likely to be
more easily diffused – and interactive learning more easily developed – if the parties involved
share the same or similar norms.33 The meaning people attribute to organisational structures
and practices varies between nations, which in turn affects the acceptance and diffusion of
new managerial ideas, especially those emanating from other cultural contexts, thus seriously
challenging the universality of many so-called best practice management concepts (see e.g.
Kogut 1991, Alänge et al. 1996, Hamed and Miconnet 1998).
 A comparative discussion of NIS and TS in an OI perspective. As previously
indicated, OI have received much less attention than TI and are clearly under-theorised in the
IS literature (Edquist, Hommen and McKelvey 1998). Hence, in order to construct a
framework for studies of the diffusion of OI based on the IS approaches,  further discussion of
these with regard to the specific characteristics of OI is necessary. This is the objective of the
following, in which the studies of NIS performed by Lundvall (1992) and Nelson (1993) and
the TS approach (Carlsson 1995 and 1997) are discussed.34
Discussion of Lundvall’s and Nelson’s approaches to the NIS concept. Both
Lundvall’s and Nelson’s studies on NIS seek to understand innovation within the national
economy, conceptualising innovation in terms of evolutionary economic theory. However,
while there are several similarities between the two approaches, they also demonstrate many
differences.
Basically, a distinction may be made between a narrow and a broad definition of an NIS
(Lundvall 1992, Smith 1996, Zysman 1996). The narrow definition, which underpins
Nelson’s study, focuses on factors that can be directly associated with aspects of science and
technology, i.e. on organisations and institutions that are directly involved in exploring
innovative opportunities (e.g. firms, R&D units, technological institutes and universities).
                                                          
33 It is not unlikely that concepts such as trust (see e.g. Fukuyama 1995) and the ability to build networks is
affected by the nation state as a cultural and political entity (Johnson and Gregersen 1997). The fact that the
workforce is still a very immobile production resource may be another important factor.
34 These books are all edited volumes, of which colleagues of Lundvall, Nelson and Carlsson have written parts. In
this paper, we have nonetheless referred mainly to the editing authors.
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Nelson’s study is an international comparative study, based on empirical cases of
fourteen different national economies. Nelson argues that variations among nations mainly
result from differences in the mix of industries and in R&D system and expenditure. The
study reflects the complex historical interplay of formal institutional factors in shaping an IS.
Furthermore, it reveals the great diversity of contemporary NIS, which, in Nelson’s opinion,
is the key to understanding innovation.35
Lundvall adopts the broader definition, in which elements outside science and technology
are incorporated into the framework. According to Lundvall, a NIS is constituted by all
elements and relationships, either located within or rooted inside the borders of a nation state,
which interact in the generation, diffusion and use of new, economically useful, knowledge.36
This broad definition reflects the importance attributed to the characteristics and effects of
institutionally embedded interactive learning as a basis for innovation. It includes all parts of
the economic structure and institutional set-up affecting learning, searching and exploring.
Nelson’s narrow definition may be problematic with regard to OI. As stated above, there
is an explicit focus on R&D activities and similar factors that can be directly associated to
science and technology. However, in reality, especially with regard to OI, the direct
connection between research and innovation is difficult to observe.37 Hence, taking into
account the tacit nature of OI, a framework that includes more intangible, non-technical
aspects of innovation would be a more coherent framework for studies of OI. Lundvall’s
broader definition is appropriate for studies of OI, since, as mentioned previously, OI
typically contain dimensions that are embedded in the surrounding socio-cultural settings and
socio-economic selection environments. The explicit focus on the institutional context and
interactive learning mechanisms in Lundvall’s approach may match the proposed complexity
of the innovation and diffusion process for OI more accurately and may thus be a good
starting point for the development of our framework.38 This is discussed in more detail in the
following section.
                                                          
35 Cooke et al. (1997) argues that this diversity is so overwhelming that it may be impossible to specify a generic
model of a NIS.
36 In Lundvall’s opinion, the NIS is social (learning is a central feature and is a social activity) and dynamic (it is
characterised by positive feedback loops and reproduction of knowledge). Within the overall framework, learning
involves the creation and diffusion of both codified and tacit knowledge concerning both technical and non-
technical aspects of innovation.
37 It has been argued that US researchers are especially prone to adopt the narrow perspective. They often have a
strict focus on the interconnection between universities, corporate research departments and technology policy.
Typically emphasised institutional factors are patent laws and intellectual property rights. To some extent, this
perspective reflects the fact that innovation in America is, to a comparably large extent, based on research and
development at dominating, large corporations. The broader perspective has more of a European flavour and is a
more theoretical and historical perspective in which much emphasis is placed on learning processes.
38 Furthermore, Lundvall (1992) adopts a more theoretical point of departure, which may be helpful for our
purpose, i.e. the further theoretical development of a framework for OI.
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Lundvall’s first point of departure is that innovation is a ubiquitous phenomenon in the
modern economy. As in Schumpeter’s use of innovations and new combinations as
synonyms, the gradual and cumulative aspects of innovation are emphasised. In this
perspective, innovation appears to be a process rather than a single event, and the distinction
made in much innovation theory between invention, innovation and diffusion as separate
phases39 becomes blurred. Accordingly, Lundvall’s perspective acknowledges the fact that an
innovation may not stay the same throughout its diffusion, as is very often the case when it
comes to OI.
Lundvall’s second point of departure is the idea that interactive learning is fundamental
to the innovation process.40 According to Lundvall, the production structure and the
institutional set-up are the two most important dimensions of a system of innovation, both
strongly affecting processes of interactive learning and innovation. “If one should point to one
specific dimension which characterises our approach, it would be the emphasis put upon
interactive learning anchored in the production structure and in the linkage pattern of the
system of production” (Lundvall 1992: 17).
The concept of interactive learning certainly is an important feature in the diffusion of
OI. However, one may question the strong focus on the production structure and the system of
production evident in the quote above. In our opinion, the large amount of tacit knowledge
involved in the diffusion of OI may call for more attention to institutions (including informal
ones) in general and to the cognitive aspects of these institutions in particular. Actors in a
system may be influenced by the same (or similar) set of institutions, but they may perceive
them and be affected by them in different ways.
Lundvall discusses six different basic dimensions of learning (primarily in relation to the
role of the state): the means to learn, incentives to learn, capability to learn, access to relevant
knowledge, remembering and forgetting, and the utilisation of knowledge, some of which are
discussed below.
                                                          
39 See e.g. Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour (1997).
40 In Lundvall’s opinion, the importance of collective entrepreneurship for innovation is emphasised rather than the
traditional view of innovation as a result of individual entrepreneurship.
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As for the means to learn, the national education and training system is of central
importance in Lundvall’s thinking. Education policy is a question not only of quantities of
government funding, but also of the ability of the education system to change when
confronted with new social and technological challenges. Concerning OI, the education
system plays an important role in at least two ways. First, in order for the IS to stay
competitive in the long run, the education system must be able to keep track of organisational
developments in industry and other sectors, domestic as well as foreign. Second, the
educational system has to take active part in the further dissemination of new knowledge to
other parts of the system.
As for incentives to learn, individuals and organisations may have different reasons to
engage in learning activities, e.g. pure curiosity or professional pride. Perhaps prestige may
motivate certain people to learn, while others want to learn because of potential profits or
risks of loss. The latter is often applicable in the case of OI; in times of crisis, many managers
see no other solution than to try a new organisational idea, hoping for a quick recovery.
Lundvall’s idea of prestige is also apparent in the case of OI – managers need a way to
distinguish their organisations (and themselves) from other organisations (and managers). At
the same time, they need to appear legitimate, i.e. they want to adopt OI that are perceived as
rational and modern among the community of managers.
At the individual level, wages and salaries may be designed to promote learning. When it
comes to OI, this is also true, not least on the supply side. Certain OI, neatly packaged, tend to
be promoted and diffused widely through the work of consultants that are attracted by high
salaries and other benefits. Employees on the demand side may have the opportunity to
participate in courses and other learning activities dealing with certain OI as part of their jobs.
At the organisational level, tax and patent laws may affect learning activities.41 In the case of
OI, patents may play a minor role. Clearly, at the system level, different societies may provide
different incentives for learning, reflected in the institutional set-up. Throughout history, some
societies have even punished efforts aimed at seeking new and “dangerous” knowledge.
The individual’s learning capability is affected by the means provided by the education
and training system, and by individual learning incentives. Learning capability in an
organisation is a function of its internal, interrelated networks. Learning capability at the
system level, concerning OI as well as any other knowledge, depends on connectivity and
interaction between organisations and individuals.
                                                          
41 Lundvall argues that pecuniary incentives may be overestimated, however. Rather, co-operation between
individuals and firms in various networks has become an important source of innovation.
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Access to relevant knowledge is affected by access to universities and technical institutes,
i.e. to the means for learning. Another important mechanism, especially concerning transfer of
tacit knowledge including OI, is the establishment of network relationships, both formal (e.g.
quality management member associations, such as SFK, the Swedish Association for Quality)
and informal (e.g. a community of managers or a network of old schoolmates).
Finally, the focus on the national level of analysis reflects Lundvall’s view that NIS differ
in all basic dimensions of learning, as well as in the structure of the production system and the
institutional set-up.42 It is assumed that basic differences in historical experience, language
and culture are reflected as “national idiosyncrasies” in a number of elements which combine
to form the NIS.
Discussion of the TS approach. Carlsson (1997) presents four basic assumptions for the
TS approach. First, the system as a whole is the unit of analysis and the main function of the
system is to capture, diffuse and enhance spill-overs. Second, the dynamic properties of the
system are recognised; the configuration of actors and institutions may change over time.
Third, the pool of global technical opportunities has practically no boundaries. Fourth,
because of bounded rationality, the choice of business opportunities is always based on
limited knowledge and intuition.
The two first basic assumptions seem to apply to OI. The third assumption, that the pool
of global opportunities has no boundaries, might of course be disputed when merely
considering individual components of organisations, but, depending on the level of detail in
the analysis, the number of new combinations might be regarded as practically endless. The
fourth assumption on bounded rationality applies to the choice of OI and its potential
influence on the firm’s business opportunities.
As indicated by the second assumption, proponents of the TS approach have taken some
further steps towards developing a theoretical framework that can grasp dynamic aspects.
Carlsson (1997) presents, albeit in relatively rudimentary form, four cornerstones, which
determine a system’s dynamic performance: the nature of knowledge, receiver competence,
connectivity, and variety creation mechanisms. These TS features may be crucial to the
comprehension of OI diffusion and are discussed below.
                                                          
42 Lundvall (1999) argues that if innovation systems are regarded from the broad perspective, there is reason to
believe that the national system level is even more important.
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The nature of knowledge in a field (e.g. the characteristics of a specific OI) may
determine the potential and mechanisms for spill-overs, i.e. intentional or unintentional
learning from others. Receiver competence refers to the capability to tap into the global
technology set.43 This concept is also relevant to OI. The relatively large extent to which an
OI is tacit makes certain diffusion mechanisms that place higher demands on receiver
competence more plausible. The third concept, connectivity, is highly relevant to OI. A TS
with high connectivity exhibits a dense network of links among its participants. It may benefit
more from spill-overs than a TS with fewer and weaker links.
Carlsson differentiates between three types of links: buyer-supplier links, the technical
problem-solving network, and the informal national community network. In his opinion, the
technical problem-solving network is most important and provides the core links of the TS.
The question of whether or not this applies to OI as well requires further scrutiny.
Buyer-supplier links in an area in which the traditionally defined supplier industry only
exists partially, mainly in the form of consultants, must be examined further. It may be
important to take the capabilities, intentions and perceptions of the buyers and suppliers into
consideration (see also receiver competence, above) when it comes to OI.44 The technical
problem-solving network may be relevant to OI as well; perhaps, however, to a lesser extent
than to TI. Applied research projects such as collaborative arrangements between academic
research institutions and industry are one example of such a network. Broker institutions, such
as collective research institutes, also may serve as initiators, creating collaborative projects
with several participants, which may be of the nature of applied research. The informal
national community network, finally, can play an important role in the case of OI, as was
indicated by Jarnehammar (1995).
The fourth concept, mechanisms to create variety, is needed in order to renew the system
so that stagnation or an eventual collapse can be avoided. Here, linking to the discussion of
networks above, it may be profitable to distinguish between local and international diffusion
networks. Networks in the local arena are especially important in providing information and
access to new ideas to smaller firms. This access can be mediated through other firms,
functioning as brokers, typically having access to international networks. Hence, an important
characteristic of a well functioning local innovation system is the existence of some locally
well-connected firms or organisations which have access to the global opportunity set, in
which they may identify new innovations, bring them home and diffuse them further
(Johannisson 1985 and Alänge 1987), thus creating variety.
                                                          
43 Carlsson (1997) emphasises the role of prime movers or leading edge firms. These may play the role of
searching the global opportunity set as well as being first to use the new technology, which may also benefit  other
firms through different kinds of spill-over.
44 Alänge and Jarnehammar (1999) show that there is often a certain time lag (as opposed to the case of TI) before
the suppliers (i.e. consultants) start acting as suppliers of a new OI.
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The role of multinational corporations (MNC) in finding and diffusing OI internally to
different subsidiaries is well known. The MNCs have also assisted in diffusing OI to other
firms in local communities (e.g. nations) where they have been active (Alänge 1987). This
same broker function may also be performed by so-called collective research institutes45 that
are set up to monitor, adapt and diffuse new innovations with a specific focus on small and
medium-sized industries. These broker organisations play an important role in the process of
industrial renewal and may be viewed as an important mechanism for creating variety.
However, they may also serve as a type of selection mechanism that, on the contrary, may
limit variation. Just as an MNC creates corporate standards, the national brokers’ adaptations
of an OI to suit national needs may be viewed as a way of standardising. There is reason to
assume, however, that this type of standardisation creates a platform from which further
innovation can take place.46 Hence, there is a dynamic interplay between standardisation and
innovation.
Implications and shortcomings of the NIS approach and the TS approach with
respect to the diffusion of OI. Our review above indicates that Lundvall’s broad NIS
approach may have a lot to offer as a basis for the development of a framework for the
diffusion of OI. There are indications that the national level of analysis and the local search
process may be more important for OI than for TI. As in the case of OI, it has been
established that an innovation may not remain unaltered throughout its diffusion. The focus
on institutions and interactive learning mechanisms (such as network relationships) will
necessarily be especially important features of such a framework.
We may learn from the further steps that have been taken by those applying the TS
approach towards a more dynamic system description. The four cornerstones which,
according to Carlsson (1997), determine a system’s dynamic performance – the nature of
knowledge, receiver competence, connectivity, and mechanisms that create variety and
facilitate the exchange of knowledge – will be included in our framework.
                                                          
45 This kind of organisation is often established by state and industry in collaboration. In Sweden, the Swedish
Institute of Quality (SIQ) is an example; the Frauenhofer Institute in Germany and Pera in the UK play a similar
role.
46 This is similar to the case of a software platform such as “DOS”. While the platform may be beneficial to
innovation at one point in time, it may function as a barrier at another.
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There is a tendency, apparent in both the NIS approach and the TS approach, for
economic explanatory factors to dominate other, ”softer” elements that may influence
innovation and diffusion of OI.47 48 This problem may be due to the fact that the arguments
concerning these system conceptualisations have evolved in isolation from system approaches
in other streams of research, e.g. sociology and anthropology. Thus, learning from areas
outside economics may be beneficial in order to deal with the shortcomings of the NIS
approach and the TS approach. This topic is discussed in more detail in the next section.
BEYOND ECONOMICS
» This section contains a comparative discussion of the IS approaches and system
approaches from beyond the sphere of economics, as an effort to remedy the
shortcomings of the IS approaches via the concept of institutions, significant but
differently handled in each approach.
The idea of proceeding beyond the field of economics is supported by several scholars.
Soskice (1993 and 1996) argues that the IS approach has been developed in something of a
vacuum from system approaches applied by political scientists, industrial sociologists and
political economists from the 1970s on. Zysman (1996) argues in favour of taking the
institutionally embedded historical development of national technological trajectories into
account when studying innovation and diffusion within a system perspective, and that an
historical-institutional analytic strategy may be required to improve the IS approach.
Furthermore, despite their significance for the comprehension of OI, explanatory factors such
as cultural values and norms are not examined systematically either in the NIS approaches or
in the TS approach (although they are theoretically included to some extent).49 This indicates
that there is a need to incorporate more analysis of institutions in general, and of soft,
                                                          
47 For example, the basic dynamic dimensions of learning covered by Lundvall are primarily discussed in relation
to the role of the state and the role of formal institutions, e.g. policies. It would be interesting to develop this line of
thought and analyse the cognitive aspects of softer, informal institutions.
48 Furthermore, this may also evoke the interpretation that the IS approaches place a somewhat biased emphasis on
the role of the institutional forces in determining the development of innovation and diffusion in more or less pre-
determined directions. But we must not forget the intentions and capabilities of the suppliers and receivers in the
system and what they perceive as “rational” choices in terms of OI adoption, or how such perceptions arise
through societal interaction, in turn affecting the institutional context. Institutions are not static; acknowledging
this may be helpful in the process towards development of a theoretical framework that might more effectively tap
into the dynamic properties of the innovation system.
49 Contingency theory, which is part of the theory basis for the IS perspective, introduced the environment as an
important factor and pinpointed the importance of the marketplace, the technological evolution and certain
institutional factors. However, as pointed out by Clark (1995), contingency theory did not recognise the fact that
markets do not exist apart from the rules and institutions that establish them, i.e. it did not fully take into account
the importance of national cultural aspects.
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informal institutions in particular, into the IS approaches. With this paper, we aim to
contribute to such a development.
We believe that recent literature within organisational analysis, sociology and cross-
cultural management, indicating the importance of the softer aspects of the institutional
context, may complement the IS approach (e.g. DiMaggio and Powell 1983, Powell and
DiMaggio 1991, Bartlett and Ghoshal 1993, Guillén 1994, Abrahamson 1996, Hofstede 1980
and 1991, Schneider and Barsoux 1997, and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 1998).
How, then, may concepts originating from disciplines other than economics be
incorporated into the IS approach in a manner congruent with its theoretical foundations? In
our opinion, one way might be to penetrate the role of institutions. This is a crucial concept
shared by the IS approaches and system approaches based in non-economics fields.50
According to Edquist, Hommen and McKelvey (1998: 109), “no integration of these
traditions has yet been attempted within the IS approach”. We agree that an attempt to achieve
such integration seems to be a promising avenue to follow for the further development of a
useful analytical framework.
In the following, after a general introduction to the concept of institutions, a comparison
is made between the meaning and use of the institution concept in the IS approaches and the
discipline of sociology, respectively.
The concept of institutions. If all actors were perfectly rational51 and if all transactions
of knowledge and goods took place in pure markets,52 institutional differences probably
would play a limited role for innovation. In such a world, one may assume that what is
rational behaviour to one actor, is so to all other actors as well. In a more complex world, in
which the actors could not reasonably be assumed to have unlimited information, and in
which their perceptions, capabilities and incentives are different, the rationality of the actors
would be differentiated rather than homogeneous; i.e. what is rational behaviour to one actor
might not be so to another actor. Typically, their behaviour would depend on contextual
factors, i.e. institutional and cultural differences. In standard economics, the assumption of
homogeneous rationality is rarely questioned. However, during recent years, the institutional
factor has been increasingly taken into account in analyses of innovation and technological
change.53
                                                          
50 See for example the debate on “institutionalism” within the sociology field (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, Powell
and DiMaggio 1991)
51 I.e. seeking to maximise their profits and utility.
52 I.e. in markets characterised by anonymous buyers and sellers that have unlimited access to information.
53 Not least thanks to the work of Nelson and Winter (1982) and North (1990).
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At an overall level, the institutional setting is understood as a relatively stable set of
mutually agreed-upon routines (see e.g. North 1990). However, several scholars agree that the
concept of institutions suffers from conceptual ambiguity (e.g. Edquist 1997, Grønning 1998
and 1998a). First, the concept of institutions is central to the IS approaches,54 but scholars
within the IS field define the concept differently. Second, it is not clear how the use of the
institutions concept within the IS approaches relates to recent debates concerning the
institutions concept in other research disciplines. Third, while the purpose of the IS
approaches is to provide a framework for studying the systemic traits and dynamics of various
innovation processes, it is not clear how the concept of institutions should be understood in
studies of different types of innovations. In particular, possible differences in the
understanding of the concept of institutions have not been systematically clarified relating to
the diffusion of OI, compared to TI. The following is an attempt to address these issues.
The institution concept in the IS approaches (as theorised by Lundvall). First of all, a
basic distinction is made between the two concepts of organisation and institution in
Lundvall’s IS approach, because they play different, albeit highly interdependent, roles in the
innovation process. Organisations may be viewed as consciously created formal structures
with an explicit purpose, in contrast to institutions which “may develop spontaneously and are
often not characterised by a specific purpose” (Edquist and Johnson, 1997: 47). To put it
simply, while organisations may be conceptualised as the players in a game, i.e. groups or
individuals bound together to achieve certain common objectives, institutions are often seen
as the “rules of the game” (North 1990: 5). The complex relationships between organisations
and institutions are important, not least when it comes to the understanding of institutional
change. Institutions or rules do not change themselves; change occurs through the actions of
players (individuals or organisations) in interconnection with the set of rules at hand. 55
There is, according to Lundvall (1992), the common perception that economies and
societies are characterised by “behavioural regularities” specific to time and space. The
simplest forms of such regularities are habits. Habits are developed in order for people to deal
with various complex phenomena in life, by providing behavioural rules of thumb. When a
habit becomes common to a larger set of people, a “social regularity”, i.e. an institution, is
developed.56
                                                          
54 E.g. in the broader NIS perspective, information flows and learning processes are basic mechanisms that may
explain the dynamics of the economy. Almost all of these flows and processes are interactive and influenced by the
institutional set-up. Furthermore, the fact that innovation is a collective effort, mediated through interaction
between organisations, must be emphasised. If information and learning are conceptualised as the source of
innovation, it follows that innovation is shaped by institutions and institutional change (Lundvall 1992, Edquist et
al. 1998  ). The existence (or absence) of institutions, as well as their character, is interpreted as potentially
conducive or obstructive to innovation processes (Grønning 1998 and 1998a).
55 Johnson and Gregersen (1997).
56 Veblen actually defined institutions as an “outgrowth of custom” (Veblen 1919: 241, cited in Lundvall 1992: 25)
and he defined customs (of thought) as “uncalculated, unreflective actions and behavior that were taken for
granted” (Veblen 1919:239, cited in Edquist 1997:44).
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In Lundvall (1992), a broad definition of the concept of institutions is used: “institutions
are sets of customs, routines, rules, norms and laws, which regulate the relations between
people and shape human interaction”.57 Institutions may thus be formal (e.g.laws) as well as
informal (e.g. norms and customs). They share the common feature that they affect the
interactions of groups and individuals by reducing inter-relational uncertainties. Formal
institutions are specified or written down. Thus, they are comparably easy to identify and
communicate (Johnson and Gregersen 1997).58 Informal institutions develop differently;
through evolving mutual agreements among the actors involved, often affected by relations of
relative power between them. Informal institutions are most often not written down and are,
thus, primarily observable through behavioural patterns. The dichotomy between formal and
informal institutions is important when one wants to study OI, because informal institutions
may be just as important as formal institutions for comprehending them.59
According to Lundvall, institutions provide the stability that is necessary for
communication, learning and innovation to take place. There are limits to how rapidly they
can change; as stated by Johnson (1992 in Lundvall 1992) “inertia is a basic feature of
institutions”.60 At the same time, and this may initially appear to be a paradox, institutions are
important for societal and technological change, by providing the stability that is necessary
for change.61 Institutions thus affect change and innovation both in a restricting and a
facilitating way. According to Lundvall, knowledge does not exist all by itself; it must be
coded into some kind of knowledge carrier – be it a human being or society as a whole – in
which it must be stored over time. In a society, knowledge may be stored in many ways and,
to a large extent, institutions determine how this is done. For example, rules and norms may
help transfer knowledge from one generation to the next. Some of this knowledge will spur
further development and accumulation of new knowledge, while other parts might hamper
development. The important point is that without the help of institutions, a societal or
economic system would probably not be able to accumulate knowledge at all, due to an
inability to remember. The stock of knowledge does not always increase in a cumulative
fashion, however. The counterpart of remembering, i.e. forgetting, may actually be equally
important for the possible development of new knowledge. Any change of a societal or
techno-economical paradigm may involve the forgetting of old knowledge, but there is always
the risk that the huge power of custom-based institutions may strongly block learning
                                                          
57 Johnson (1992) in Lundvall (1992: 26).
58 One example is the law, which is supported by the police, courts and prisons, etc. Other examples are patent
laws and bank regulations.
59 Furthermore, it is likely that the balance between formal and informal institutions may differ quite significantly
between countries (Johnson and Gregersen 1997).
60 Similarly, other researchers refer to “institutional lock-in effects” (e.g. Alänge, Jacobsson and Jarnehammar
1998).
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processes. Thus, through their influence on remembering and forgetting, institutions
simultaneously provide negative and positive incentives for change and innovation.
Furthermore, Lundvall argues that it may be analytically useful to distinguish between the
impact of institutional factors on different levels of aggregation, i.e. factors affecting
individuals and the communication inside individual organisations vs. factors affecting the
interaction between organisations or vs. factors affecting the whole organisational sphere at
the system level.
Comparative discussion of the use of the institution concept in the IS approaches
and in organisational analysis in sociology. Parallel to the emergence of the IS approaches,
there has also been a debate within other research disciplines on how institutions should be
conceptualised and analysed. This debate is hardly mentioned in the IS literature (Grønning
1998a). In an attempt to bridge this gap, the use of the concept of institutions in the IS
approaches and in organisational analysis in sociology (henceforth referred to as sociology)
(e.g. Powell and DiMaggio 1991, Scott 1995, Selznick 1996)62 will be compared in the
following.
Within the field of sociology, a discussion has evolved around “new” vs. “old”
institutionalism (see e.g. Powell and DiMaggio 1991). According to Grønning (1998a), there
have been two main issues in this debate. First, as within the IS literature, there is a movement
from a somewhat unresolved situation to a more clearly defined relationship between rules
(institutions) and players (organisations). Second, there is a juxtaposition of approaches
focusing on normative or regulative aspects of institutions (old institutionalism) on the one
side and approaches focusing on cognitive aspects of institutions (new institutionalism) on the
other. Some theorists have, in an effort to assess the shared common ground of both the old
and new approaches, produced very broad definitions of the institutions concept, including
cognitive as well as normative and regulative aspects. “Institutions consist of cognitive,
normative, and regulative structures and activities that provide stability and meaning to social
behaviour. Institutions are transported by various carriers – cultures, structures, and routines –
and they operate at multiple levels of jurisdiction” (Scott 1995a: 33, cited in Grønning 1998a).
                                                                                                                                                                     
61 Often innovations, in an incremental fashion, follow established technological trajectories, but radical
innovations may also be dependent upon institutions since institutionalised thought patterns may act as a time and
resource saving device that liberates resources for the necessary creativity.
62 Any effort to map the use of the institutions concept in other streams of research and to compare this with the
use of the concept in the IS approaches is a huge task. The aim here is to assess the basic similarities and
differences. Instead of discussing the relationship between the two disciplines in general terms, we focus on the
concept of institutions.
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In comparison, the IS approaches seem to define institutions in a somewhat more
restricted way. As mentioned earlier, NIS literature defines institutions as “sets of customs,
routines, rules, norms and laws, which regulate the relations between people and shape human
interaction”.63 Thus, proponents of the NIS approaches may be said to mainly understand
institutions in a regulative way. Indeed, this understanding of the institutions concept contains
terms such as “norms”, but the emphasis is on how existing institutions regulate and shape
human interaction, rather than on how these institutions may change or on how they came into
being (Grønning 1998 and 1998a).
The TS approach may be said to regard the institutions concept as a mixture of normative
and regulative aspects (Grønning 1998a). Carlsson and Stankiewicz (1995:45, our emphasis)
define institutions as “the normative structures which promote stable patterns of social
interactions/transactions necessary for the performance of vital societal functions”. They
continue by stating that the institutional infrastructure in a TS is defined as “a set of
institutional arrangements (both regimes and organizations) which, directly or indirectly,
support, stimulate and regulate the process of innovation and diffusion of technology”
(Carlsson and Stankiewicz 1995:45, our emphasis).
It may be interesting at this point to note that although Nelson and Winter (1982) strongly
emphasised the concept of routines in their development of evolutionary theory, including
cognitive aspects of institutions (for example, individuals’ interpretation of messages, such as
knowledge of organisational ideas), thus providing an important foundation for the
development of the IS approaches, these cognitive aspects have not been in focus in the later
development and descriptions of the IS approaches.64
Our conception of institutions, with regard to OI. When addressing the question of
how the institutions concept should be defined within our framework, we first adhere to the
conceptual division between institutions and organisations as is common both in the IS
approaches and in the sociological field. Second, conceptualising institutions only as rules and
regulations may raise a few problems. It is assumed in much economic research that rules and
behaviour are synonymous. But the existence of a set of rules does not necessarily determine
people’s behaviour. Ostrom (1986, in IDS 1999), for example, is of the opinion that rules
prescribe a “room for manoeuvre”, i.e. behaviour is stipulated, rather than fully determined,
by rules. Hence, separating and clarifying the relationship between institutional rules
                                                          
63 Johnson (1992), in Lundvall (1992: 26).
64 The lack of explicit focus may be due to the authors having taken the cognitive aspects for granted. There are
some rare exceptions, however. With regard to TS, for example, there is a contribution from Granberg (1997) in
Carlsson (1997) entitled “Mapping the Cognitive and Institutional Structures of an Evolving Advanced-Materials
Field: The Case of Powder Technology”. The focus here, however, is more on the emergence of a so-called
cognitive field, than on cognitive aspects, according to our definition. A cognitive field is established through the
development of a common understanding of a certain field of knowledge among a set of interconnected actors. Our
definition of cognitive aspects leans more towards the invisible institutional factors that affect the behaviour (and
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(“espoused rules”) and the actual behaviour of people or organisations (“rules in use”)65 may
provide a better understanding of the dynamics of the innovation process and the diffusion of
OI. For instance, this might help to shed some light on the role of power positions within the
system and on the very different meanings different institutions may attribute to different
actors, in turn affecting their perceptions and incentives. These issues clearly affect
communication patterns within and across systems and may thus be important underlying
factors for the explanation of innovation processes and diffusion of OI.66
Borrowing from the sociological side and in accordance with Grønning (1998), it may be
concluded that a shift from a regulative and normative understanding of institutions to a more
explicit focus on the cognitive aspects of institutions as well may help to capture the
mechanisms behind system dynamics.67 This leads us to view institutions not as the “espoused
rules” (the explicit meaning of the rules), but more as “rules in use” (how they are interpreted
and put into practice).
Rather than existing as a fixed framework of rules, institutions are constantly made and
remade through peoples’ and organisations’ behaviour and practices. Thus, over time,
institutional change occurs.68 This view, supported by Schön (interview 1997), is, as shown
above, more commonly associated with sociological approaches (Grønning 1998 and 1998a,
Giddens 1984 in IDS 1999).
A final observation: the evolution of both formal and informal institutions can be
influenced by power relationships between the actors involved and the resulting institutions
may better satisfy the needs of one party than of another, “weaker” party. This means that
institutions are not necessarily neutral, or optimal for the system as a whole.
                                                                                                                                                                     
the perceptions, capacities and incentives) of individuals (or organisations) or of a group of individuals (or
organisations) when they are part of a knowledge exchange process.
65 In analogy with Argyris and Schön (1996), “espoused theories” vs. “theories in use”.
66 It may help to grasp issues concerning the transfer of managerial fads and fashions, i.e. why and how
technically inefficient OI are often diffused and efficient OI often rejected.
67 However, a full transfer to a purely cognitive focus is not recommendable for methodological and explanatory
reasons.
68 However, owing to the inertia stemming from the embeddedness of informal institutions (such as underlying
cultural basic assumptions), institutional change in a society or an innovation system may be a slow, path-




» In this section, some important knowledge exchange mechanisms and other institutionally
embedded factors that affect the diffusion of OI are discussed.
OI may be conceptualised as organisational solutions aiming at solving perceived
organisational problems or opportunities. Various intra-organisational and external pressures
or opportunities influence the diffusion of OI (i.e. perceptions of organisational problems and
opportunities, as well as the exchange of organisational knowledge between those in need of
and providers of organisational solutions). These are discussed in more detail in the
following, where we take a look at some of the mechanisms that affect the mutual
interdependence between demand and supply.
An emerging crisis or periods of uncertainty, such as changes in the intra-organisational
structure or intensified international competition, often act as a wake-up call for managers to
initiate search activities for new OI. Changes in the intra-organisational structure may, for
instance, be of a techno-economical or political nature, changes in organisational size and
complexity or changes in the assortment or quality of products manufactured or services
provided. Changes in the hierarchical structure of authority within the organisation are other
examples.69 External pressures and opportunities affecting the demand for OI may result from
increased competition among organisations in a certain industry. They may also result from
changes in the relational links between an organisation and its suppliers and customers.
Another important mechanism at the inter-organisational level may be the transfer of tacit
knowledge through movements between organisations of skilled key personnel who may take
on the role of internal “champions”, eagerly promoting certain ideas at the organisational
level.
Managers and organisations often search for (or come across) and adopt what various
suppliers of organisational knowledge (i.e. management intellectuals and professionals such
as business scholars and management consultants) offer in terms of new organisational
solutions or they imitate the behaviour of other organisations, domestic or foreign, that are
perceived as successful role models. It is important to recognise the cognitive institutional
forces in this context. The dominant pre-existing mentality of the members of the managers’
community in a country or business area may make them prefer and implement certain OI and
                                                          
69 The adoption of new OI may be a means to handle structural conflicts between divergent interests on the part of
managers and groups of employees. Challenges to managerial authority have often led to the introduction of new
OI that justify its existence.
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reject others.70 Common views once prevalent at the business school, the dominant norms of
the national culture or even religious beliefs might affect the shaping of manager mentality.
The workings of the supply side are heavily interconnected with the workings of the
demand side, e.g. via managerial mentality. From an American perspective, Abrahamson
(1996) refers to the supply side as “the management fashion setting community”, as described
earlier, consisting of management consultants, business schools and the business press.
Management fashion setting is defined as the social process that repeatedly redefines
managers’ collective conceptions of what is rational and legitimate concerning the
management of organisations. For organisations to appear “correctly” managed, managers
must appear to be rational by adopting (or appearing to adopt) OI that are collectively
perceived to be rational and legitimate ways of managing organisations. Therefore, the supply
side not only provides customised solutions to single clients facing a particular organisational
problem, but also promotes especially packaged solutions that are claimed to help solve a
wide range of problems in a wide range of organisations.71
It is interesting to note the apparent conflict between the need for managers and
organisations to be different from one another and the need for them to resemble others in
organisational and strategic dimensions (and that the pool of OI may address both of these
needs). By deviating, organisations may reduce competition and by conforming they
demonstrate their legitimacy. Thus, an organisation faces a trade-off between deviating and
conforming. Managers and organisations may adopt new OI in order to cope with increased
competition or to distinguish themselves from lower-reputed organisations. At the same time,
organisations must appear legitimate, to adapt to what is considered to be “good” and
“tasteful” in the world of organisations and the community of managers.72
It is not only the interaction between managers and suppliers in the search and adoption
phases that are important for the success of an OI. Significantly, the employees may respond
in various ways to the implementation of new OI (individually or supported by labour
unions). They may support, oppose or ignore attempts to introduce new ideas, for various
reasons. The management of an organisation is often an arena for intra-organisational disputes
between individuals and different professional groups with various worldviews and interests.
The relative power and influence of different professions in each country may contribute in
various ways to the diffusion and implementation of OI. Other explanations may be
formulated in cultural terms. Organisations often claim to have a strong, homogeneous
                                                          
70 A mentality may be perceived as an enduring mode of thought characteristic of an individual or a certain group
of individuals or organisations. A mentality is based upon implicit, non-reflective and subjective assumptions of
how things work.
71 There is often extensive marketing of many organisational concepts, e.g. through commercial campaigns,
conferences and articles in the business press. As indicated earlier, the universality of these so-called best practice
management concepts is dubious.
72 See also discussion by Deephouse (1999).
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organisational culture. But employees bring with them certain cultural norms and basic
assumptions from the institutional context outside the organisational sphere (perhaps most
easily conceptualised at the national level) and OI, as previously stated, may be heavily
impregnated with nationally specific customs. The cultural distance between the adopting
organisation and the OI to be implemented may affect its reception.73
Various pressures and opportunities that affect the diffusion of OI, similar to those found
at the inter-organisational level, may also be found at the macro-economic level in terms of
international and political competition or co-operation among nation states (in turn affecting
what happens at the organisational level). For example, if natural resources are scarce in a
country, this may increase interest in searching for new powerful strategies and organisational
solutions. Long-term macro-economic fluctuations between periods of expansion and
contraction could create sudden demands for different types of OI (Abrahamson 1996). For
example, when a nation state is under pressure or when it faces tough economic times, a
common response is to initiate a wide search among more successful countries for OI to
imitate and promote in nation-wide programs. Hence, governments can be important actors in
the diffusion of OI.74 Sometimes an OI may be initiated as part of a programme of national
recovery or modernisation. In some cases, powerful state-initiated research and training
institutes and technology broker organisations may promote and diffuse new OI, for example
via conferences or through the establishment of learning networks geared towards small and
medium-sized companies. Compared to large corporations, small companies tend to have less
resources (e.g. in terms of skilled personnel or money for hiring consultants) to search for and
implement new OI. The government may also influence the diffusion of OI through the
establishment of laws, policy regulations and taxes and, of course, by conveying a certain
political ideological order favouring specific aspects of business and work organisation.
                                                          
73 Hamed and Miconnet (1998), Miconnet and Alänge (2000).




» The purpose of this paper is to develop an analytical framework for studying the diffusion
of OI. Drawing upon the main findings in the previous discussion, the cornerstones of the
proposed framework are outlined in this section.
Our framework has been inspired by several sources adopting an institutional
perspective. The framework has its basic roots in the NIS approach (primarily as theorised in
Lundvall 1992), but it has also been inspired by the TS approach (Carlsson 1997) and by
approaches originating from outside the economic sphere (primarily organisational analysis in
sociology, but also the cross-cultural management field, e.g. Powell and DiMaggio 1991,
Guillén 1994 and Abrahamson 1996).
The point of departure is the acknowledged tenet that the development and diffusion of
OI over time is affected by the mutual interdependence between the intentions of the actors
and the institutional setting that frame their actions.75
A schematic picture of selected central actors and institutions in a national setting that
may influence the diffusion of OI is presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1 – Framework illustration 1: A schematic outline of selected actors and institutions.
                                                          
75 The development and diffusion of innovations have been understood in various ways, by various scholars. At
one end of the continuum, almost invisible institutional forces determine the development in predetermined
directions and the role of actors is negligible. At the other end of the continuum, actors can fully control the
development through rational choices of continuously improving organisational solutions. Hence, the role of actors
becomes central. Neither of these approaches seems to exist in the real world. Instead, our perspective is
intermediary in nature. It is also assumed that actors do learn as time passes, and thus, that the actors’ actions and



























Organisations of various kinds, such as firms (ranging from large multinational
corporations to small local enterprises), universities and academic institutions, research
institutes, innovation brokers such as technology and management consultants, government
and other policy making and regulatory bodies, financial institutes such as banks and venture
capitalists, media in general and the business press in particular, are examples of important
actors. Actors may also be individuals, e.g. champions within organisations or key individuals
moving between organisations in the system, thus playing different roles over time. Since a
description of an IS must necessarily include more than a simple enumeration of its elements
(Edquist et al. 1998), not only the various components but also the various mechanisms of
interconnection are of importance.
Regarding institutions, borrowing from sociology, we propose that the normative and
cognitive aspects of institutions be taken into account more, as a complement to the
predominantly normative and regulative aspects of contemporary IS approaches. Not only
formal institutions such as various regulations and laws may be taken into account, but also
softer institutions such as norms, cultural values and peoples’ underlying assumptions, since
they affect the perceptions, capabilities and incentives of people involved in the knowledge
transfer process. Here, the interplay between organisational and national culture is of interest.
Important exchange mechanisms (factors affecting interactive learning) may be market as
well as non-market exchange, e g user–supplier relationships, individual movements between
organisational actors, conferences, or various types of networks between companies or
organisations.
OI may be conceptualised as organisational solutions aiming at solving perceived
organisational problems.76 Any effort to understand the diffusion of OI must take into account
both the special workings of the supply side, i.e. the behaviour of providers of organisational
solutions, and the demand side, i.e. the behaviour of managers and organisations eager to find
solutions to perceived organisational problems, as well as the complex learning mechanisms
that bring supply and demand together. A schematic picture of this dynamic is shown in
Figure 2.
                                                          
76 In some cases, they may create new problems as they attempt to solve older ones.
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Figure 2 – Framework illustration 2: Towards an understanding of the dynamic exchange
mechanisms involved in the diffusion of OI.
The specific characteristics of OI – including difficulties in defining, assessing and
pricing them due to the tacit nature of the knowledge bases involved – makes the introduction
of factors such as capabilities, incentives and perceptions of those involved in the diffusion
process into the framework especially important.77 An OI is seldom transferred from one
setting to another without changes and an almost ubiquitous number of various incremental
adaptations of the original idea may be possible.78 Hence, exchange mechanisms other than
pure market relations may be of special importance to OI.
The identification of an organisational problem or opportunity may result from the
perceived presence of one or a number of conditions that are influenced by either intra-
organisational or contextual factors or a combination of both. Furthermore the intra-
organisational milieu is conditioned by contextual factors (and vice versa) in many ways.
Therefore, it is important to include mechanisms that mediate between factors at the intra-
organisational and contextual level in the framework.79
Organisations are embedded in specific institutional contexts (they operate in dissimilar
countries, industrial branches and time periods) and their behaviour is affected by various
institutional factors operating at different system levels. These institutional factors, in turn,
influence the perceptions of and create different incentives for individuals in the organisation.
Managers and various groups of employees in organisations perceive, search for and respond
to OI in various ways. They may have different abilities to identify organisational problems
                                                          
77 However, the degree of standardisation of the OI affects the possibility to define, assess and price the
innovation, as does  the extent to which it is possible to test the OI in pilot applications.
78 I.e. the typical development of an OI over time does not follow the linear pattern of invention, innovation and
subsequent diffusion. Instead, the process is more complex and involves iterations and continuous innovation.
79 Concerning intra-organisational factors, one may make the further analytical distinction between factors at the














and opportunities, different incentives to engage in search activities and different abilities to
understand, discuss, take on, adapt and implement new organisational ideas.
Even if a supplier industry may not exist in the traditional sense, certain actors in the
system may be viewed as suppliers of OI.80 They are affected by the same kind of institutional
forces as organisations in need of organisational solutions; however, they may perceive them
somewhat differently. The institutional forces affect their perceptions of organisational
problems and opportunities, and, in turn, their incentives and capabilities to scan for, generate
and promote possible solutions as well as their sensitivity to specific demand conditions.
The innovation and diffusion process of OI may be seen as an institutionally embedded,
iterative knowledge exchange (or learning) process between organisations in need of solutions
to organisational problems and opportunities, and suppliers of organisational solutions. It
includes the whole range of considerations outlined above, from the identification of
organisational problems and opportunities to the search for, generation of, promotion of and
response to organisational solutions. In this perspective, the common distinction between
invention, innovation and diffusion as separate phases becomes blurred.81 It also includes the
interdependence and effects of competing and complementary OI.82
The ideas outlined in Figure 1 and 2 constitute the cornerstones of our framework. Our
framework is different from the IS approaches in that we place more emphasis on the
cognitive aspects of softer, informal institutions and on how they affect the complex learning
and knowledge exchange mechanisms involved in the diffusion process (including the
perceptions and incentives of the actors involved), that bring together the supply side (i.e. the
behaviour of providers of organisational solutions), and the demand side, (i.e. the behaviour
of managers and organisations eager to find solutions to perceived organisational problems).
We also aim at integrating different system levels, from the network of interacting
organisations and the influence of institutional and contextual factors to the perceptions and
incentives of the individual.
                                                                                                                                                                     
be found in direct inter-organisational relations and others operate in a more indirect way at the overall system
level.
80 E.g. management consultants, universities and industrial associations.
81 One advantage to the above line of thinking is that it incorporates possible appearances of organisational
problems to which there is no perfect solution, as well as the diffusion of an OI, not because it is the best possible
solution, but because it was considered legitimate or just because it was available at the time.
82 When studying an OI, it is important to be aware of the possible interdependence between the specific
characteristics of the OI at hand and other, co-existing OI that address similar organisational issues.
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Finally, in the proposed framework, we heavily stress the importance of acknowledging
the dynamic aspects of the system. In accordance with this, the time dimension is of crucial
importance. In general, studies using a system approach tend to be rather static. Efforts so far
have mainly, in a rather static fashion, studied particular IS at certain pre-defined points in
time. Events occurring between observations, i.e. during the dynamic transformation of the
system, are studied to a lesser extent. We strongly believe that studies over time are needed to
overcome this weakness when using the proposed framework. Furthermore, the dynamic
interplay between a specific system and its environment is important. The primary focus in
this framework is on the national arena, since, as stated before, OI may be heavily
impregnated with the nationally specific habitus. However, it is important to keep the
framework open, realising that developments occurring outside the particular arena at hand
may often be of interest to the object of study.83
Finally, the analytical and explanatory power of the framework may be higher if
comparative studies are made. For example, two different objects of study (i.e. OI) may be
studied in one arena, or the diffusion of the same OI may be studied in two different arenas.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER IMPLICATIONS
» In this section, the main findings are recapitulated and some further research
implications are elaborated upon.
The main contribution of this paper is the development of an analytical framework for
studies of organisational innovations, based on an innovation system perspective. The
presented framework is based on the national innovation system approach by Lundvall (1992)
and his colleagues, and it has also benefited from insights developed within the technological
systems approach by Carlsson (1997) and his colleagues. The concept of institutions is of
central importance to the study. Inspired by institutional theory from the fields of
organisational analysis in sociology and cross-cultural management, the concept has been
further elaborated to include more cognitive and cultural issues.
                                                          
83 Established systems are continuously affected by developments in their surroundings, which must be taken into
consideration. What may be a well functioning system today may be less efficient tomorrow. A contemporary
example is the Japanese innovation system that was regarded for a long time as an ideal system in many ways, but
that has recently proved to have many problems.
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The very attempt to analyse the innovation system approaches to see if and how they may
be suitable for studies of the diffusion of organisational innovations, may be regarded as a
contribution in itself, since organisational innovations have so far, in comparison to technical
innovations, been a relatively neglected object of study within the innovation system
approaches.
This paper may primarily be of interest to academia, i.e. to researchers of innovation and
change, in general, and to scholars using an innovation systems approach, in particular. The
paper may also be of potential interest to practising managers and innovation policy makers,
as a thought model for analysing and understanding the creation and diffusion of
organisational innovations.
There are several directions that can be taken in further research. First, there is an
obvious need for empirical validation of the framework. This might initially be achieved in a
one-case study of one national innovation system, the purpose of which would be to explore if
the proposed analytical framework is a good tool for analysing the diffusion of an
organisational innovation in a national context.84 Eventually, though, the framework must be
validated in a comparative cross-national study, in order to investigate its ability to include
and discriminate between different factors, which are relevant from a cross-cultural
perspective.
A second issue demanding more attention is how the dynamic properties of the
framework may be grasped and represented over time, since studies using a system approach
often tend to be rather static.85
                                                          
84 As previously indicated, quality management paradigms and practices may be regarded as an important form of
OI. Accordingly, the intention is that the next research step will include an empirical application of the framework
in a study of the development and diffusion of quality management practices in Sweden.
85 A promising attempt to overcome this weakness is made by Frankelius (1999).
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